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FOREWORD
revenues from their business activities and find their developments
commercially successful. Nowadays, we can hardly imagine the
Russian innovative landscape without Skolkovo and our companies.
The chapter devoted to Skolkovo of
today may be also entitled “The Birth
of the City”. In fact, these are first inhabitants who make new buildings
turn into real cities. Therefore, I am
glad to inform you that several
months ago we started to populate
residential areas of Innograd and
opened an international gymnasium.
Skolkovo hosted a jazz festival, various concerts and sporting events.
We even have our own musical ensemble.
The move of the Skolkovo Institute
of Science and Technology to a specially constructed campus will be
another historic milestone of our de-

velopment. The new campus will
offer ideal conditions for educational,
scientific research and entrepreneurial activities of the teaching staff
and students of this unique Russian
technological university.
In a word, we live, develop, build,
and create new technologies. If you
have not been here in Skolkovo,
come, look it up for yourself and, as
they say, stay tuned!

Viktor Vekselberg,
Skolkovo Foundation President

“

This city of innovation, which
existed only in the imagination of those who conceived
and started this project six or
seven years ago, has already come true, with the
building of the largest
technology park in Eastern
Europe being the main result
of this materialized dream.

“

“Materialization of a dream” – if one
day I get around to writing memoirs,
I might use this title for a chapter
devoted to the current stage of
Skolkovo's life. This city of innovation, which existed only in the imagination of those who conceived and
started this project six or seven
years ago, has already come true,
with the building of the largest
technopark in Eastern Europe being
the main result of this materialized
dream. Walking through a wide and
bright central gallery reminiscent of a
giant exhibition hall, I come up with
the idea of how much we have been
through these six years.
This is exactly the case when external appearance corresponds to the
inner content. Employees of our
technopark, including its laboratories, offices and common use centers, create futuristic technologies. In
fact, most startups included in Russian technological startup ratings in
different areas and industries come
from Skolkovo. 40% of our 1,600
startups have been receiving
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I WORK:
THE PATH FROM IDEA
TO REAL PROFIT
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“

The mission of the Skolkovo
project is to establish an innovative ecosystem and to create
favourable conditions for hightechnology companies operating in the innovation center.
Based on the results of the past
year, we may conclude that we
have mostly achieved the major
tasks of the Skolkovo Foundation, those of establishing key
facilities and developing the
Skolkovo infrastructure for
innovators and their families

“

The mission of the Skolkovo project is to establish an innovative
ecosystem and to create
favourable conditions for high-technology companies operating in the
innovation center. Based on the results of the past year, we may conclude that we have mostly
achieved the major tasks of the
Skolkovo Foundation, those of establishing key facilities and developing the Skolkovo infrastructure
for innovators and their families:
the innovation center has turned
into a real city with residential quarters, office and laboratory facilities,
transport and social infrastructure.
However, we should remember that
an innovative ecosystem does not
limit itself to a comfortable working
and living environment, it also offers an opportunity to get all services required for your project in

one place. That is why the service
development and transition to a
service model of interaction with
the ecosystem was one of the
Foundation’s key goals for the last
year. Therefore, we decided to deviate from the traditional form of the
annual report, that of a description
of results achieved, and to prepare
it in the form of a service catalogue
describing new opportunities for
innovative companies in the
Skolkovo ecosystem.
We would like to emphasize that
the ecosystem is open to all hightechnology companies, however, it
offers a full range of services and
benefits only to those Skolkovo
startups that have successfully
qualified and enjoy the Project Participant Status. A detailed description of each step of this clear
procedure and requirements to applicants have been published on
SK.RU website.
Starting from the development of
the Skolkovo project at the end of

year 2010 and till now, over 2,000
startups from 65 Russian regions
have successfully qualified and acquired this status, and we find it
very important to underline that
over 40% of such companies are
regional ones. The Foundation sets
stringent requirements to the quality of innovative projects, statistically approving only one application
out of five.
The high quality of the selection
proceedings has been achieved
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through the efforts of the Skolkovo
Foundation’s expert panel. The
panel includes more than 700 experts (whereof over 30% are foreign specialists), including 20
Academicians and Corresponding
Members of the Russian Academy
of Sciences, over 150 professors
from leading Russian universities,
over 100 doctors of science from
foreign universities, and 150 senior
executives and founders of Russian and foreign companies. Experts
are not employees of the Foundation, which helps us to ensure full
anonymity during the examination
proceedings, since their identities
are known neither to applicants nor
to the staff of the Foundation who
work with applicants.
Skolkovo startups have access to a
wide range of financial support
tools, enjoy assistance in fund raising and accelerating projects, a
range of intellectual property protection and transaction structuring
services, and common use centers
providing technology services. Besides, employees of Skolkovo startups and their families may use the
social infrastructure of the innovation center.

FINANCING OF PROJECTS
It is no secret that a successful development of high-technology projects requires fund raising.
Innovative companies need both
direct financial support in the form
of grants and assistance in fund
raising issues from market participants. Skolkovo startups

enjoy the opportunity to benefit
both from grant financing programmes and assistance in attracting venture investments.
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GRANT FINANCING
KEY FIGURES
Grants approved since
the beginning of the project:

>980
Total amount of approved grants
(billion roubles):

GRANT
FINANCING
The Foundation provides Skolkovo
startups with a set of grant financing programmes designed to support high-technology projects at
various stages of their development, starting from the mere idea
to business expansion and ensuring its access to foreign markets.
Based on the needs of startups,
we have developed three programs: those focused on microgrants, mini-grants and
“large-scale” grants provided by
the Foundation. Purpose-oriented

micro-grants make it possible to finance individual goals using a
quick and simple procedure. Minigrants represent a financial support tool aimed at implementation
of specific research tasks. Grants
are a financial support tool targeted towards long-term financing
of research projects implemented
by the Skolkovo project participants. The Skolkovo Foundation is
a development institution, it does
not acquire any shares in the
share capital and does not participate directly in the corporate management of Skolkovo startups.

12.6
Total paid out amount
(billion roubles):

11.3
RTY FUGURES
2016
Amount of approved grants
(billion roubles):

1.6
Paid out amount
(billion roubles):

2.1
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MICRO-GRANTS
The micro-grant financing programme is the most popular among
Skolkovo startups. Micro-grants are
focused on the protection of intellectual property rights, prototyping,
testing, and participation in exhibitions and conferences. The maximum amount of micro-grant
funding is of 1.5 million roubles per
application and 4 million roubles
per calendar year. The financing
may take the form of compensation
for the expenses already borne or
advance of expenses planned. The
Foundation applies an extremely
simple procedure for obtaining
micro-grants: a startup may submit
its application to the Skolkovo
Foundation by e-mail. As a rule, the
usual response time from the application filing date until its approval
does not exceed 2 or 3 months.

KEY FIGURES 2016
MICRO-GRANTS

MINI-GRANTS
Mini-grants make it possible for
startups to finance the implementation of certain research tasks.
The procedure for obtaining minigrants includes several steps,
starting with the filing of an online
application in the personal area on
the Virtual Skolkovo portal. After
the application has been approved
by the Foundation’s core cluster,
the startup prepares a mini-grant
memorandum, undergoes internal
examination and discussion at a
meeting of the mini-grant committee consisting of employees of the
Skolkovo Foundation and external
experts. The maximum amount of
mini-grant financing (5 million roubles) requires private co-financing
in an amount of up to 50%.

KEY FIGURES 2016
MINI-GRANTS

Programme

Applications approved

Intellectual property
protection

Testing

Creation of prototypes /
test prototypes
Participation in exhibitions
and conferences

Cluster

Вiomedical
Technologies

Information
Technologies

Space Technology and
Telecommunications

Energy Efficient
Technologies

Nuclear
Technologies

Q-ty

19
22
10
21
7

132
46
74
164
Amount, RUB mln

95
101
47
103
35
9
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KEY FIGURES 2016 GRANTS

“

The preparation of grant
documents and internal
expertise constitutes an
important stage in the
development of most startups.

“

GRANTS
The programme of “large-scale”
grants aims at supporting startups
that require substantial financing to
conduct research and bring obtained
results into the market. The amount
of grant financing provided by the
Foundation may reach 300 million
roubles. External co-financing is the
mandatory condition for providing
grants.
The procedure for obtaining grants
begins with the filing of an application
on the Virtual Skolkovo portal. After
the application has been approved
by the Foundation’s core cluster, the
startup prepares a Grant Memorandum, undergoes internal examination
by the Foundation and external experts. The Grant Committee of the
Foundation consisting, mainly, of independent external experts takes
final decision on grant allocation.
The preparation of grant documents
and internal expertise constitutes an
important stage in the development
of most startups, since feedback from
external experts and internal services
of the Foundation produces a significant impact on the strategy of the
project implementation. Given a large
volume of tasks performed during the
grant process, all of its stages take
significant time, and the average response time from the preparation of
an application until its approval by the
Grant Committee exceeds 6-9
months.
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Cluster

Вiomedical
Technologies

Information
Technologies

Space Technology and
Telecommunications

Energy Efficient
Technologies

Nuclear
Technologies

Q-ty

Amount, RUB mln

14
4
5
9
5

584
112
218
292
186
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MEMBERS OF THE GRANT COMMITTEE OF THE FOUNDATION IN 2016
Vasily Belov,

Mikhail Kirpichnikov,

Leonid Brilliant,

Senior Vice President for Innovation

Academician of the Russian Academy
of Sciences, Chairman of the Higher
Attestation Commission of the Ministry
of Education and Science of the
Russian Federation, Dean of the
Faculty of Biology at Lomonosov
Moscow State University

Corresponding Member of the Russian
Academy of Natural Sciences,
PhD in Engineering, Head of TING
ZAO, Member of the Central
Commission for the Development
of Oil and Gas Fields of the Federal
Agency on Mineral Resources,
Deputy Co-Chairman of the Regional
Office of the Federal Agency on
Mineral Resources for the
Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District,
expert of the State Commission for
Mineral Resources, of the Central
Commission for the Development of
Oil and Gas Fields.

Kirill Bulatov,
Vice-president, Head of Grants
and Experts Service

Alexander Berlin,
Academician of the Russian Academy
of Sciences, Director of Semenov
Institute of Chemical Physics of the
Russian Academy of Sciences

Alexander Kuleshov,
Academician of the Russian Academy
of Sciences, President of Skoltech

Ivan Nechaev,
Sergey Bachurin,
Corresponding Member of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, Director of the
IPAC RAS

Vice President, Investment Director at
Access Industries CIS, LLC

Leonid Sorkin,
Vladimir Okrepilov,

Alexander Drozdov,
General Director for Research and
Development at Intel A/O, JSC, Director of the School at the Radioengineering and Cybernetics Faculty of MIPT

Chairman of the Board of Directors,
Vice President at Honeywell Russia

Academician of the Russian Academy
of Sciences

Yaroslav Petrichkovich,
President of Elvis Group of
Companies, Sc.D. in Engineering

Natalia Kasperskaya,
General Director of the InfoWatch
Group, Co-Founder of Kaspersky Lab
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RAISING
CAPITAL
Financial support provided by
the Skolkovo Foundation to startups is not limited to financial
grants. Skolkovo startups also
receive assistance with raising
capital , which includes development of investment strategy and
documents, marketing of the
deal, assistance during negotiations, and closing of the transactions. Skolkovo Foundation
Investment Department has
leveraged its deep expertise,
broad spectrum of hi-tech projects, wide network of contacts
among venture capital funds,
corporate investors and business
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angels to become one of the
most prominent advisors on the
Russian VC market. Based on
the results of a 2016 survey of
the VC market in Russia by
Mergers.ru, the total volume of
capital invested in Skolkovo
startups reached 41% of all venture capital invested in Russia,
while Skolkovo Investment Department was rated among the
Top-3 investment advisors with
the largest number of deals managed.
To enlist the services of the Investment Department, startups
should first contact their project
manager. During the first stage,
the startup prepares an initial
business overview and presentation with assistance from the
project manager. The information
should include a description of
the technology, its competitive
advantages, a description of
products, the problem that the

product is designed to solve,
market analysis and segmentation, description of the target audience, business development
stage, financial results, information about the team, and anticipated business development
results for the next 2-3 years.
Following a review of this information, the Investment Department evaluates the startup’s
degree of maturity and preparation for raising capital. The services offered by the Investment
Department include
development of detailed investment materials, teaser, presentation, and financial model
assistance with finding a mentor, an industry expert or coach
for strategic or business
development
selection of potential
investors, and arranging meeting
with relevant investors
development of business valuation analysis, investor proposal,
and positioning of the startup
assistance with forming a negotiations strategy.
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EXAMPLES OF TRANSACTIONS CONCLUDED

Data MATRIX

ComfortWay

Brain4Net

160,000,000 rubles
Data MATRIX, a resident startup
of the biomed cluster, raised 160
million rubles from the Internet
Initiatives Development Fund
and Primer Capital. Data MATRIX is the first Russian company to offer specialized
software for conducting and
managing clinical trials in compliance with international
standards.

420,000,000 rubles
This startup from the IT cluster,
offering a virtual SIM-card,
raised more than 420 million
rubles from European telecom
companies and private investors. The innovative solution
allows users to receive access
to high-speed mobile internet at
local rates in over 100 countries, including all of the European Union, Russia, China and
India, as well as popular tourist
destinations such as Thailand,
Israel and Montenegro.

120,000,000 rubles
Brain4Net, a developer of software defined networking and
network functions virtualization
solutions, raised 120 million
rubles from CommIT Capital,
the corporate investment fund of
Rostelecom, and Leta Capital,
a private VC fund. Brain4Net
helps service providers and
large enterprises to adapt modern network technologies such
as SDN and NFV within existent
multi-vendor network infrastructures. The company’s B4N service platform applies the benefits
of SDN/NFV synergy and solves
performance and interoperability
challenges that are major factors hindering the adoption
of SDN and NFV in service
providers’ networks.

GeoSteering
Technologies
120,000,000 rubles
GeoSteering Technologies, a
resident of the energy-efficient
technologies cluster, is one of
the leading developers of smart
drilling software. As a technology expert in the areas of geonavigation, geomechanics and
petrophysics, the company provides modular software solutions and enables the remote
monitoring of drilling operations.
In 2016, the company raised
120 million rubles with the assistance of the Investment Department. The investors include
Phystech Ventures and North
Energy Ventures. The financing
was led by AYR.
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SKOLKOVO VENTURES
Skolkovo Ventures investment platform was established at the Skolkovo
Foundation with the aim of consolidating and scaling up investment ex-

pertise. Its tasks are to enable external capital raising, venture capital
fund management, the development
and introduction of new financial in-

struments for rapidly growing hi-tech
companies, and to facilitate the development of the startup financing
ecosystem.

MAIN OBJECTIVES
Venture fund management

Raising capital for startups

Three VC funds have been
established, focusing on Information
Technologies, Industrial Technologies and Bio Technologies.

Turn-key capital raising process
for startups – from development of
investment strategy and documents
to marketing, assistance during negotiations, and closing of the deal.

6.6 billion rubles under
management
Investment stage: Round A
and Round B
Average investment: 100-200
million rubles

TAs of 2016, the total volume of
capital invested in Skolkovo startups reached 41% of all venture
capital invested in Russia, while the
share of VC transactions managed
by Skolkovo Investment Department reached 10% of the market.

Startup financing ecosystem
development

Mentoring and assistance
with preparation of investment
materials
Development of new financial
products, VC policy guidelines
and legislative initiatives, including:
– creating a platform for crowdinvesting
– developing pre-liquidity investment instruments for late-stage
venture companies

Fund co-managers include
leading venture capital funds:

“

In the fall of 2016, we
decided to establish,
in collaboration with
RussianVenture Company, joint ventures in
the areas of Information
Technologies, Biomedical Technologies and
Industrial Technologies
for a total amount of
managed funds exceeding 6.6 billion roubles.
Private venture partners
took part in the establishment of the funds.

“
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STRUCTURING OF TRANSACTIONS AND LEGAL SUPPORT
The most important stage in the
capital raising process is deal
structuring and legal support. The
specialists of the Skolkovo Intellectual Property Center (IPC) provide legal assistance throughout
the financing process, draft shareholder agreements, and help
startups to enter international
markets by forming joint ventures
with large international corporations.
Skolkovo IPC actively cooperates
with dozens of law firms and
patent offices around the world,
which enables it to work with
clients regardless of the jurisdiction or legal system.
Skolkovo startups can use Intellectual Property Center services
at discounted rates, and can also
receive reimbursement for legal
expenses through the Skolkovo
microgrant financing program.

CUSTOMER
FEEDBACK

Data Matrix
Maya Pack, Manager:
In 2016, IPC’s lawyers accompanied a fund raising transaction for
a total amount of 160 million roubles for the development of the
first Russian service on management of clinical studies. We will
use the funds obtained from the
IIDF and Primer Capital venture
capital fund to develop the project
and to enter foreign markets. We
would like to thank IPC’s lawyers
for their attentive, efficient and detailed approach.

WiMark Systems

Iridium

Ilya Khodyakov,
General Director:
We highly appreciate the support
provided by IPC’s professional
lawyers to WiMark Systems in
2016 in the area of fund raising
through convertible loan agreements with private investors.
The total amount of investment
in our company reached USD
340,000.

Veronika Ivanova,
CFO:
Our company offers smart home
automation solutions. Given the
high value of intellectual property
rights for new products, we
applied to the IPC.
Its lawyers did an outstanding
job, so we will be happy
to work with the IPC in
other projects.
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INVESTMENT SERVICE IN FIGURES
Total investment amount within
the period from 2012 to 2016
(billion roubles):

>150

>11

Investment transactions
in 2016:

Total investment amount in 2016
(billion roubles):

33

≈3.6

The share of Skolkovo-based
startups in the Russian venture
capital market:

The packages of investment documents prepared with the assistance of the Investment Service:

41%

>30

“

We work autonomously
on those acceleration
areas that require either
special technological
expertise,deep understanding of the market
and models of its development, or deep scientific and research
competencies (Skoltech
programme of translational research). As for
general education acceleration programmes,
we develop them together with our partners.

“

Transactions within the period
from 2012 to 2016:

ACCELERATION OF PROJECTS
The major task of the Skolkovo
Foundation consists in supporting
startups, ensuring project development and bringing technologies and
products to the market.
Skolkovo offers several acceleration
programmes intended for startups at
different stages of the project development: from verifying scientific
ideas (Skoltech programme of translational research) to bringing finished
products to international markets
(programme of international acceleration).
Currently, Skolkovo offers four acceleration programmes (starting
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from 2017 the number of programmes will reach six):
Skoltech programme of translational research
“Start in Skolkovo” programme
Startup Academy programme
(since 2017)
“Industrializator” programme
Programme of international
acceleration
We work autonomously on those acceleration areas that require either
special technological expertise,
deep understanding of the market
and models of its development, or
deep scientific and research compe-

tencies (Skoltech programme of
translational research).
As for general education acceleration programmes, we develop them
together with our partners. For example, the Foundation for Assistance and Skoltech helped us to
launch programme “Start in
Skolkovo”. Moscow School of Management SKOLKOVO assists in the
development of programme Startup
Academy programme. In the
course of our work on Programme
of international acceleration we
resort to our foreign acceleration
partners.
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preneurs who have succeeded in
R&D commercialization issues. Interacting with project teams, catalists help them to sort out priorities
and set proper growth directions.
Meetings of scientific teams with
potential end-users is the key element of the Programme’s final
stage.
During 2015/2016 programme
cycle we selected 7 projects focused on the healthcare system,
biomedicine, video conferencing
systems, new materials and energy systems.
One of the project participants in
2015/2016 was the project developed by the computer vision team
of Victor Lempitsky offering new
technology for adjusting human visual direction in images and
video. The new algorithm makes it
possible to maintain eye contact
in real time and can be successfully used in video conferencing
systems. RealD, one of the leaders in the development and application of 3D and other visual

technologies in cinemas and on
consumer devices, has already
purchased the license for this innovative technology. RealD has
equipment installed in more than
26,000 cinema halls in 72 countries.
The programme has won the support of a network of higher education institutions operating under
the International Proof of Concept
Centers Association (IPCCA).
This association, established in
2013, brings together 15 members — 12 Russian and 3 foreign
universities. Russian universities
participating in the association include Skoltech, Innopolis University, Kazan Federal University,
Ural Federal University, NorthEastern Federal University and
Northern (Arctic) Federal University, the Higher School of Economics, ITMO University, the
University of Nizhny Novgorod,
Perm National Research Polytechnic University, Tomsk Polytechnic University and Samara

“

The programme focuses on
early going scientific projects
offering wide commercialization
opportunities.
A commission consisting of
leading scientists and experts
specializing in innovation activities, specialists representing the
industry, and employees of
venture funds and development
institutions, select programme
participants. Each project has
two mentors (“catalists”) assigned from among scientists
and entrepreneurs who have
succeeded in R&D commercialization issues.

“

SKOLTECH PROGRAMME OF
TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH
Programme goal is promoting the
implementation of scientific results
in products and processes of
practical interest to the economy
and the society.
This programme provides the
project with required resources,
including the following:
Financing
Training
Mentoring
Expert assessment of technological and commercial risks
Project Management
Link to the ecosystem
The programme focuses on early
going scientific projects offering
wide commercialization opportunities.
A commission consisting of leading scientists and experts specializing in innovation activities,
specialists representing the industry, and employees of venture
funds and development institutions, select programme participants. Each project has two
mentors (“catalists”) assigned
from among scientists and entre-
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University. The Center for Technological Innovations of Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Masdar Institute of Science and
Technology (UAE) and Tel Aviv
University are foreign partners of
the programme.
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“

lected the first programme participants – 7 projects offering a wide
range of innovative solutions from
text analysis and mapping for unmanned aerial vehicles to pipeline
inspection devices and facilities
used to explore geological features for oil and gas companies,
as well as explosive detection.
STARTUP ACADEMY
PROGRAMME (SINCE 2017)
In 2017, we are going to launch
“Startup Academy” – a new acceleration programme implemented by

Programme promotes the initial project development, confirming the technological idea,
and obtaining the Skolkovo
project participant status. We
implement this programme in
collaboration with, the Foundation for the Promotion of Innovation and Skoltech.
Programme participants
receive expert, methodological, consulting, mentoring
and grant support. Champions of the Programme’s final
(graduation) event acquire
the status of the Skolkovo
project.

“

“START IN SKOLKOVO”
PROGRAMME
Programme promotes the initial
project development, confirming
the technological idea, and obtaining the Skolkovo project participant status. We implement this
programme in collaboration with
the the Foundation for the Promotion of Innovation and Skoltech.
Programme participants receive
expert, methodological, consulting, mentoring and grant support.
Champions of the Programme’s
final (graduation) event acquire
the status of the Skolkovo project.
Participants in the Programme are
also selected based on the results
of a project competition using the
methodology of the “Start” programme implemented by the
Foundation for Assistance. At the
qualifying stage, all teams receive
recommendations for further development from Skolkovo Foundation and Skoltech experts,
regardless of whether or not they
are admitted to the programme.
Each team becomes a participant
in the mentoring programme and
receives regular feedback from
mentors in key areas of the project development. Projects selected at the qualifying stage
receive grant support from the
Foundation for Assistance for an
amount of 2 million roubles. They
can use these funds to develop
technology or services using the
results of their scientific and technological research being at the initial development stage and
offering wide commercialization
opportunities. In 2016, we se-
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acceleration directors and PR support of MSM SKOLKOVO.
Participants in the programme shall
pay a participation fee. However,
we are developing a micro-grant financing programme enabling
Skolkovo startups to partially reimburse their expenditures associated
with participation in the programme.
Skolkovo participants intending to
take part in the programme shall
contact the project manager.
INDUSTRY
ACCELERATION
Programme goal is to assist the
project to enter the industrial market.

“

The Foundation has established competence centers
for accelerating and target
support of promising startups
in different industrial areas.
The acceleration programme
implemented by the Foundation resulted in a dozen of
contracts with state-owned
companies, over 20 pilot implementations opened access to state programmes for
9 companies.
We assist projects participating in the programme to prepare a sales kit, to develop a
marketing strategy and
position the product /
technology.

“

the Moscow School of Management SKOLKOVO.
Programme goal: developing business skills, raising seed venture financing for projects. Startups
participating in the programme will
have access to an educational programme in the following areas:
Business Modelling
Unit economics
Startup team
Marketing (offline and online)
Sales and PR
Legal issues and investments
Investment and client pitch sessions, public speaking
In addition to the educational programme, the startup obtains access
to the mentoring panel, the investor's club, the business community, enjoys the support of

The Foundation has established
competence centers for accelerating and target support of promising
startups in different industrial areas.
The acceleration programme implemented by the Foundation resulted
in a dozen of contracts with partially
state-owned companies, over 20
pilot implementations opened access to state programmes for 9
companies.
We assist projects participating in
the programme to prepare a sales
kit, to develop a marketing strategy
and position the product / technology, offer pitch-training, consulting
in sales and marketing services.
The programme also includes work
with mentors and experts making it
possible to have the value offer of
the technological product approved
by industry experts. A startup participating in the programme has the
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“

For example, Sberbank, PJSC
successfully completed 4 pilot
projects and is piloting or
preparing to pilot over 30
startup projects. One of the
examples of a successful programme implementation is the
successful development and
commercialization by ExoAtlet
of a high-tech medical
exoskeleton designed for the
rehabilitation of patients suffering from lower extremity paralysis after a stroke, a serious
injury or an unsuccessful surgery, and diseases of the supporting-motor apparatus. As
part of the acceleration programme, we helped the company to prepare documents
and to obtain certificate of the
Federal Service on Surveillance in Healthcare.

“
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opportunity to discuss its product
(technology, service) with representatives of potential customers, including in the form of conferences
and exhibitions.
Another important element of the
programme implementation is the
Skolkovo's network of industrial
partners – major Russian and international companies participating actively in the establishment and
development of the innovative
ecosystem: in 2015–2016, startups
and industrial companies signed
over 100 contracts. In 2016,
Skolkovo startups raised investments from industrial partners for
an amount exceeding 200 million
roubles.
For example, Sberbank, PJSC successfully completed 4 pilot projects
and is piloting or preparing to pilot
over 30 startup projects.
One of the examples of a successful programme implementation is
the successful development and

commercialization by ExoAtlet of a
high-tech medical exoskeleton designed for the rehabilitation of patients suffering from lower extremity
paralysis after a stroke, a serious
injury or an unsuccessful surgery,
and diseases of the supportingmotor apparatus. As part of the acceleration programme, we helped
the company to prepare documents
and to obtain certificate of the
Federal Service on Surveillance in
Healthcare; besides, the Foundation helped to conduct first regional
clinical trials. In 2016, the company,
assisted by the Foundation, presented the project to the senior
management of the relevant ministries, the Chairman of the Government and the President of the
Russian Federation, whereafter it
supplied 20 exoskeletons to municipal clinics of Moscow and Tula in
December 2016. The Foundation
also supports the company to promote the project in the international
market.
Skolkovo startup entitled “Geonavigation technologies”, which developed a software suite for the design
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and support of drilling wells making
it possible to prepare detailed geological and hydrodynamic models of
fields, determine parameters and
control the drilling process, constitutes another example of a successful programme implementation.
This project enables to reduce the
cost of telemetric support by 100150 thousand dollars per well. The
Oil And Gas Center of the Skolkovo
Foundation supported the implementation of the solution at leading
Russian oil and gas companies.
Gazprom Neft and Rosneft are already using this software and have
used it to drill over 1,000 wells.
Gazpromneft even replaced the
software of Schlumberger with this
solution.
The programme is available for
startups participating in the
Skolkovo project. Skolkovo participants intending to take part in the
programme shall contact the project
manager.
Starting from 2017, participants in
the programme shall pay a participation fee.

PROGRAMME OF
INTERNATIONAL ACCELERATION
Successful entry into the global
market is the peak of a high-tech
project’s development. Skolkovo
startups have access to a wide
range of tools supporting their entry
into international markets, including
regular business missions to various countries, participation in international exhibitions and
conferences, and specialized programmes implemented by the
Foundation in collaboration with its
international partners. International
programmes allow Skolkovo project
participants to go beyond the Russian market, to gain competencies
required to work in global markets,
to attract international partners for
joint project promotion, as well as to
open and develop a foreign office or
representative office.
The Foundation works with such
accelerators and development institutions as Y Combinator, 500 startups, Houston Technology Center,
Starta Capital, Hackt, Startup
Sauna, Texes, Hax Asia, and Ideal
Machine. Applicants intending to
participate in the programme shall
contact the project manager, who
will help them to choose most suitable target programs; then the In-

FEEDBACK OF
THE PARTICIPANTS
OF THE PROGRAMME

“

Skolkovo startups have
access to a wide range of
tools supporting their entry
into international markets,
including regular business
missions to various countries, participation in international exhibitions and
conferences, and specialized programmes implemented by the Foundation
in collaboration with its
international partners.

“

GIFTD
Alexander Egorov:
«Due to our trip to Houston for “Innovation Conference & Showcase” on October 12–13, which was
organized by the Skolkovo Foundation and the
Technology Center in Houston, we opened the
American market: we customized one of our products, the GIFTD loyalty programme, to Eventbrite,
the largest event management platform, got first
paying customers in the USA, registered an American company. Without the assistance of Skolkovo,
we would hardly have taken part in IC&S, made
promising acquaintances and laid the ground for
business development in the USA”.

ternational Acceleration department
of the Foundation comes into action
and works to ensure the further
startup promotion.
In 2016, 7 Skolkovo-based companies took part in educational programmes of Houston Technology
Center, 4 startups passed the acceleration programme at Ideal Machine. In August 2016, Wallarm,
Skolkovo startup that received a
mini-grant in March 2016, successfully passed the programme at
Y Combinator, one of the key US
accelerators.

Wallarm
Stepan Ilyin:
“Participating in Y Combinator is a new page
of our history, an opportunity to quickly develop in
the largest market in the world and the best endorsement of our product. Y Combinator, which is
little known in Russia, is the most famous incubator
in the USA. It opened doors for such internet giants
as Dropbox, Airbnb, Stripe, and many famous companies like Docker and Reddit. We are honoured to
become a part of this family”.
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PROGRAMME OF INTERNATIONAL ACCELERATION IN FIGURES
Revenue from international sales
(billion roubles):

>4.2

Startups operating
in international markets:

Sales countries around
the world:

>160

>70

GEOGRAPHICAL SPREAD OF CONTRACTS
USA and Canada

EU countries

15%

30%

CIS and former
USSR countries
Middle
East

8%

28%

South-East Asia,
India and China

14%

Other

5%
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the project mentor does not charge
any consulting fees. Mentors can simultaneously take on several projects implemented by Skolkovo
participants. We launched the
Skolkovo mentoring programme in
July 2014. The programme currently
involves over 250 mentors and over
190 startups, including more than
100 pairs of mentors and mentees.
Startups intending to take part in the
mentoring programme shall contact
their project manager, fill out a questionnaire and select mentors preferred thereby. Then, a manager of
the mentoring programme will
choose appropriate mentors and organize their first meeting where the
mentor and the company will have a
chance to agree on the goals of their

“

Mentor is an experienced
entrepreneur or an expert
in high-tech business, ready
to share his/her knowledge,
skills and experience with
startups participating in the
programme. It is important
to note that the project
mentor does not charge any
consulting fees. Mentors
can simultaneously take
on several projects implemented by Skolkovo
participants.

“

THE FOUNDATION
MENTORING PROGRAMME
It appears that every technological
startup requires support from leading
technology or business experts.
Mentors’ knowledge and expertise
may prevent startups from making
many mistakes and increase the
chances of a successful project implementation. Mentoring support is,
therefore, an important element of
most successful acceleration programmes, including those implemented by the Skolkovo Foundation.
Mentor is an experienced entrepreneur or an expert in high-tech business, ready to share his/her
knowledge, skills and experience
with startups participating in the programme. It is important to note that

SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

collaboration and expectations from
the project.
The programme is available for
Skolkovo project participants only.
Participation in the programme is
completely free.

PROGRAMME
IN FIGURE
Mentors:

>250
Startups:

>190
Pairs of mentors and mentees:

>100
THE KEY RESULTS
OF THE PROGRAMME
ACCORDING
TO STARTUPS
Corrected vision of the market:

68%
Attracted customers:

30%
Attracted by competence:

20%
Investments:

8%

FEEDBACK
OF THE MENTORING
PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS

ExoAtlet
Development of an exoskeleton
for the rehabilitation of patients
suffering from lower extremity
paralysis after a stroke, a serious
injury or an unsuccessful surgery
(mentor Kirill Kaem):
“Through the help of our mentor
Kirill Kaem we managed to obtain
the Registration Certificate of the
Federal Service on Surveillance in
Healthcare, enabling us to sell our
product both to clinics and individuals, on the first try”

NPO Functsional
Development of device and
method for diagnosing diabetes
severity and monitoring of treatment effectiveness.
(mentor Alex Kosik):
Due to our cooperation with the
mentor, we managed to clearly
formulate the project goals and
proceed to their implementation,
to take part in numerous events
and establish contacts with many
experts and leading medical institutions.

Promobot
Development of a multifunction industrial robot
(mentor Evgeny Pluzhnik):
“Our mentor Evgeny Pluzhnik certainly played an important role in all our
achievements. With his help, in 2014 we got a win at Generation S.
Evgeny provided us with a platform for testing and presenting the second modification of the Promobot. He invested in the project and bought
a large lot of promobots, thereby has helped us to overcome the “valley
of death”. The mentor took us to numerous exhibitions all over the world,
provided media support. Nowadays, the mentor is a member of the
company’s Board of Directors”.
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PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
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ventions or utility models in three
or more countries.
Patent search and patent landscaping required to check the
patentability, international novelty
and patent clearance constitute
an independent area of the patent
practice. The patent landscape is
a report making it possible to assess the current state of the technology development based on the
data derived from the patent information.
Companies use the patent landscape for selecting potential partners or consumers and
negotiating with investors who can
employ the patent landscape to
satisfy themselves with the novelty and relevance of the technology being developed. The patent
landscape enables to analyse the
current state of research activity,
to select or adjust scientific re-

search activities. Besides, the
patent landscape can be used to
identify companies engaged in the
development of similar technologies, and to justify investment decisions.
Companies intending to obtain the
above service shall contact the
IPC. Skolkovo participants can
apply to the project manager. The
service is provided on a valuable
consideration.

“

Patent search and patent
landscaping required to
check the patentability, international novelty and patent
clearance constitute an
independent area of the
patent practice. The patent
landscape is a report making it possible to assess the
current state of the technology development based on
the data derived from the
patent information.

“

Protection of intellectual property
is one of the key elements of a
successful commercialization of
innovative products. Employees of
the Skolkovo Intellectual Property
Centre (Skolkovo IPC) provide
services in the area of intellectual
property protection, research and
patent landscaping both in Russia
and abroad.
As part of the patenting services,
Skolkovo IPC specialists prepare
and accompany the submission of
Russian, Eurasian or international
PCT applications. They also
analyse materials submitted, carry
out a patent search and check
patentability, prepare patent applications, submit them to the Federal Service for Intellectual
Property, Patents and Trademarks, keep up paperwork and
correspondence therewith.
Skolkovo IPC specialists engaged
in the registration of computer
programmes prepare and submit
respective applications, obtain
certificates for computer programs.
Besides, Skolkovo IPC provides
trademark registration services
(under a Russian or an international application). Skolkovo IPC
specialists verify the identity and
similarity of verbal marks, prepare
an application (including the description, select classes) and file it
to the Federal Service for Intellectual Property, Patents and Trademarks.
Skolkovo IPC provides foreign
patenting services in accordance
with the Paris Convention (national procedure) and international
patent procedure (PCT). The first
procedure applies when the application covers one or two specific
markets. The international patent
procedure establishes simplified
rules of obtaining protection of in-
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CUSTOMER
FEEDBACK

ExoAtlet

VDM-Technika

Mikhail Krundyshev,
General Director:
In 2016, the IPC helped us to prepare an application for the invention entitled “Walking aid” and an
international PCT application, as
well as to conduct a patent novelty
search across European countries
and the USA for the same invention. We are very satisfied with the
quality of the IPC’s work and are
planning to continue our collaboration by submitting national patent
applications in foreign countries.

Vladimir Masolov,
General Director:
With the assistance of IPC’s experts, VDM-Technika filed two international PCT patent
applications, conducted an art
search and a patent novelty
search in the Russian Federation,
countries of the European Union,
North America and China. On behalf of the company I would like to
thank the Patent practice team of
the Skolkovo IPC for their well-coordinated work and excellent results, because the obtained
patents significantly increase the
investment attractiveness of our
company.

IPC
IN FIGURES
Applications for registration
of intellectual property assets:

>1,600
The percentage of all international
applications in Russia:

>15%
Applications for registration
of intellectual property assets
submitted in 2016:

656
International applications for
registration of intellectual
property assets submitted in 2016:

120

Fusion Pharma
Ghermes Chilov, General Director:

Our company has been cooperating with the IPC for over 4 years,
and we are satisfied with the quality of the services provided and the
time terms of the project implementation. An experienced Biomed Patent practice team of the
Skolkovo IPC carries on correspondence on patent applications
for medical inventions with patent
offices operating in more than 10
countries. In 2016, with the assistance of IPC experts we prepared
3 patent applications to patent authorities of the Russian Federation
and EAPO. We are going to continue our cooperation with the IPC
and to file an international PCT
application in 2017.

CLUSTER BREAKDOWN
OF APPLICATIONS
SUBMITTED IN 2016
Вiomedical
Technologies

Information
Technologies

Space Technology and
Telecommunications

Energy Efficient
Technologies

Nuclear
Technologies

116
275
44
173
48
25
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KEY
FIGURES

LEASE OF OFFICE
AND LABORATORY PREMISES
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Skolkovo without constructing
their own buildings.
Industrial partners enjoy the opportunity to rent office premises in
the Mendeleev quarter, at Matryoshka (Skolkovo Business
Center), and Hypercube, with the
Amaltea business center (a highclass technological modern space
for effective work, the center of
public life) being “underway”.
A large roofed pedestrian gallery,
which is the core architectural
feature of the building, ensures a
comfortable passage across
buildings located in the central
zone.
Today, the Innovation center
houses R&D offices of more than
15 companies, including KAMAZ,
Panasonic, Danfoss, Gazpromneft, Tatneft, Schneider Electric,
Ruselprom and many others.

>95
Offices and laboratories
(thousand sq. meters):

>140
Common use centers
(thousand sq. meters):

≈5.6

Сompanies located in the
Skolkovo Innovation Center:

>200
Companies (startups and industrial partners) will have moved here
by the end of 2017:

>150

“

Technopark complex of a
total area exceeding 95,000
square meters opened its
doors to Skolkovo companies in early 2017

“

Skolkovo startups enjoy the opportunity to rent office and laboratory premises in office centers
located in the Mendeleev quarter
and in the complex of the
Skolkovo Technopark, the largest
one in Eastern Europe. The first
buildings of the Skolkovo
Technopark complex of a total
area exceeding 95,000 square
meters opened its doors to
Skolkovo companies in early
2017, by the end of 2017 it will
house more than 200 companies.
The Technopark offers separate
offices (with a minimum area of 57
sq. meters) or workplaces in the
coworking area located on the first
floor that covers 1,000 square meters and offers 150 workplaces. In
addition to the workplaces, the
coworking area includes a reception, meeting rooms and a recreation area.
After the opening of the
Technopark, we found it possible
to open in Skolkovo a network of
common use centers providing
R&D services to startups. CUCs
will occupy more than 5 thousand
square meters of the new
building.
Apart from CUC, the Technopark
will also house a hackspace designed to create equipment prototypes. It includes the areas of
mechanical processing, rapid prototyping, electronics development
and soldering, an assembly site,
as well as a recreation area, a lecture hall and storage facilities. The
hackspace with the total area of
445 sq. meters will have 78 workplaces arranged.
The innovation center offers office
premises both for startups and industrial companies that decided to
deploy their R&D centers in

Skolkovo Technopark
(thousand sq. meters):
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“

We continue developing
Skolkovo research
infrastructure and are
going to accommodate in
the Technopark, in the
near future, about 20
service providers integrated more closely with
the ecosystem. The
Skolkovo Technopark
offers a single-window
system for R&D services,
including a possibility to
submit an application in
the personal area on the
Virtual Skolkovo portal on
the dedicated page of the
RND.SK.RU website.
Within 5 business days
from the date of the application, accredited centers
provide startups (potential
customers) with proposals
on the scope and cost of
work.

R&D SERVICES
AND ACCESS TO EQUIPMENT
A successful implementation of
complex research projects requires access to equipment and
technology services. To create
the most favourable environment
for conducting research in the innovation center, we have created
an infrastructure enabling
Skolkovo startups and third-party
companies to access a developed network of R&D service
providers operating both inside
and outside the territory of the innovation center.
The current network of common
use centers includes 40 service
providers in the following areas:

“Prototyping”, “Trials”, “Biomedicine”, and “Metrology”. In 2016,
they executed over 150 orders of
Skolkovo-based startups. We
continue developing Skolkovo research infrastructure and are
going to accommodate in the
Technopark, in the near future,
about 20 service providers integrated more closely with the
ecosystem.
To select technology service
providers, the Skolkovo
Technopark has implemented an
accreditation system ensuring a
high quality of services provided,
offering advantageous discounts
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sonal area on the Virtual
Skolkovo portal on the dedicated
page of the RND.SK.RU website.
Within 5 business days from the
date of the application, accredited centers provide startups (potential customers) with proposals
on the scope and cost of work;
after the most appropriate options have been selected, they
prepare the Technical Assignment and proceed to execution of
the respective order.

“

All technology service
providers undergo
3 stages of quality control
using 16 criteria.
Discounts for Skolkovo
startups can reach 50%
of the basic rate.

“

or payments using micro-grants
provided by the Foundation, and
the pre-emption right of processing orders submitted by Skolkovo
startups. All technology service
providers undergo 3 stages of
quality control using 16 criteria.
Discounts for Skolkovo startups
can reach 50% of the basic rate.
The Skolkovo Technopark offers
a single-window system for R&D
services, including a possibility to
submit an application in the per-

MAIN DIRECTIONS OF WORK
3D rapid prototyping
Precise machining
Instrument making
and electronics development

PROTOTYPING

Microfluidics

Molecular and cellular
diagnosis

Sterilization

Microanalysis
Material science

TESTING
AND CERTIFICATION
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Industrial design
Numerical modelling and
computational technologies

Clinical studies

METROLOGICAL
RESEARCH

Functional coatings

Computer-aided engineering

Preclinical studies

BIOMEDICAL SERVICES

Embedded control and
monitoring systems

Biobanking
Genotyping

Photoelectric converters and
semiconductor technologies

Optoelectronics

Petrochemistry
and organic synthesis

Quantum optics

Chemical research

Mechanical tests

Functional tests

Climatic tests

Resource tests

Cyclic tests

Technical expertise

Electromagnetic tests

Certification

SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

“

We continue developing
Skolkovo research infrastructure and are going to
accommodate in the
Technopark, in the near future, about 20 service
providers integrated more
closely with the ecosystem.

“

R&D SERVICES
IN FIGURES
– number of accredited CUC

40
– number of completed orders
of participants in 2016

154

ABOUT CUC

Karfidov Lab
“Karfidov Lab” Engineering Center is a
full-cycle engineering department engaged in the development of industrial
products starting from the analysis of
the idea to the release of design documentation. The center provides such
services as visualization and prototyping, model development aimed at assessing the ergonomics and
customize technological solutions, design of individual engineering and
equipment elements, parametric optimization and computer modelling of
technological processes. In 2016, the
center executed orders of several
Skolkovo startups.
For example, “Technocarb” startup
has been developing a promising
technology for the additive production
of shaped structural products from artificial graphite using natural and synthetic binders and highly disperse
carbon filling agents. “Karfidov Lab”
has developed an industrial design of
a laboratory production plant, including schematic designs, sketches and
photorealistic renderers. The customer used this plant visualization to
promote the technology and attract
potential investors and customers. For
“Spectralazer”, “Karfidov Lab” has de-

veloped prototypes of laser ignition
modules for rocket engines, which
made it possible to present the innovative solution to potential investors.

“SOTIS” Scientific and
Production Center
“SOTIS” SPC has been cooperating
with Skolkovo Technopark since
2015. The testing center has 25 years
of experience in research and testing
for electromagnetic compatibility of
technical equipment. Laboratory services are strongly sought-for among
high-tech companies producing technical and radio electronic facilities and
testing them for resistance to electromagnetic interference and interference emission. The CUC has already
conducted a number of tests for
Skolkovo-based startups, such as
“ASONIKA” Scientific-Research Institute (reliability analysis of electrical
and radio products) and “Lagran
named after E.M. Shvom” (development of solid-state lasers). In 2017,
“SOTIS” SPC intends to open a testing laboratory at the Skolkovo
Technopark with an area exceeding
150 square meters.

– number of applications
submitted by participants

424
– total budget of completed
orders (mln. roubles)

83,2
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CUSTOMS SERVICES
Skolkovo startups carrying out
foreign economic activities also
have access to respective assistance and support, both when importing equipment and materials
required to conduct scientific research activities in Russia, and
when exporting innovative products and solutions abroad.
The Skolkovo Customs and Finance Company (CFC) solves
the most unusual problems, for
example, those associated with
the import of samples of human
biological materials used by
Skolkovo startups for diagnostic
and scientific purposes, including
to conduct reference or clinical
studies.
The CFC assists Skolkovo-based
startups to comply with the
customs formalities at the stage
of temporary export of innovative
products and solutions. It helped
to organize the temporary
export of robots created
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by “Promobot” and “Robot” startups that took part in InnoEcho
exhibition in France. “Primebiomed” company enjoyed the opportunity to export diagnostic
antibodies to erythropoietin, a
hormone regulating blood cell
production.
The CFC made the export possible by assisting the company to
obtain a resolution of the Federal
Service for Technical and Export
Control of the Russian Federation.
This service is only available to
startups enjoying the status of a
Skolkovo project participant.
Startups interested in this service
shall contact the project manager,
who will help them to properly
draft the application and submit it
to the CFC

CFC
IN FIGURES
Reimbursement of costs
of import customs duty
(mln. roubles):

197
Completed orders for customs
representative services:

406
Completed orders for
accompanying services:

380

I LIVE:
APARTMENT RENT

SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

The Skolkovo Innovation Center is
something more than a workplace.
This is a place for comfortable and
exciting living. In 2016, real life
came to our city: first residents got
their keys to apartments.
Employees of Skolkovo startups,
Research Centers of Partners and
members of their families, as well
as students and professors of the
Skolkovo Institute of Science and
Technology will have a chance to
choose different rental options for
living in Skolkovo: from affordable
dormitories in the students’ quarter
to business class apartments, spacious town houses and detached
houses.
We have already constructed the
first three residential quarters –
Tetris, Miro and Quadro, comprising
more than 230 apartments, 41 town
houses and 80 detached houses.
First residents have already moved
to the Tetris quarter, which consists
of four 4- or 5-storey buildings with
studios and apartments ranging
from 28 to 78 sq. meters.
Rental facilities are commissioned
on turn-key basis, with full finishing, in-built furniture and plumbing. To find out more about rental
terms and to choose an appropriate facility, please visit the dedicated website:
www.skolcity.ru.

“

We have already constructed
the first three residential
quarters – Tetris, Miro and
Quadro, comprising more
than 230 apartments, 41 town
houses and 80 detached
houses. First residents have
already moved to the Tetris
quarter, which consists of four
4- or 5-storey buildings with
studios and apartments ranging from 28 to 78 sq. meters.

“
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I STUDY:
FROM KINDERGARTEN TO
POSTGRADUATE STUDIES
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INTERNATIONAL GYMNASIUM
Children bring real life to any city.
We have taken special care of
them: in 2015, the Skolkovo International Gymnasium opened its
doors in Skolkovo. The Gymnasium provides pre-school, primary
general, basic general secondary
education for children aged 3 to
18 years with due regard of best
educational practices and
methods.
The Skolkovo International Gymnasium has applied for authorization under the International
Baccalaureate program.
The gymnasium has been
equipped with natural-science laboratories specializing in physics,
chemistry, biology, and a robotics
workshop. The school library has
all educational materials required,

imaginative and popular-science
literature in English, German,
Spanish and Chinese. We have
laid the ground for artistry, including music and drama, and established a computer database for
students.
Students take part and gain victories in various competitions, contests and events, including
Robofinist, the All-Russia
Olympiad for schoolchildren,
SCHUSTRIK contest for schoolchildren.
The gymnasium has been expanding interaction with Skolkovo
Institute of Science and Technology and Skolkovo startups. Its
students enjoy the opportunity to
attend lectures and master
classes delivered by professors of
Skoltech and representatives of
innovative companies.

“

Children bring real life to
any city. We have taken
special care of them: in
2015, the Skolkovo International Gymnasium opened
its doors in Skolkovo. The
Gymnasium provides preschool, primary general,
basic general secondary
education for children aged
3 to 18 years with due regard of best educational
practices and methods.

“
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The OPUS has been actively cooperating with the Federal Agency for
Scientific Organizations and the
Russian Academy of Sciences to
ensure the training of young researchers in the area of science
commercialization, with the Ministry
of Education and Science of the
Russian Federation to increase the
level of self-organization
of student scientific and technical
communities creating projects under
the auspices of various Russian uni-

“
The Open University Skolkovo
(OPUS) is a programme implemented by the Skolkovo Foundation
to ensure the development of scientific, technological and entrepreneurial competencies and the
involvement of young scientists,
graduate students and students in
innovative activities.
In 2016, the OPUS seasonal
schools have traditionally become
milestone events of the Open University Skolkovo. For example, in
February we held Winter School entitled “Science and University” (in
collaboration with Russian Venture
Company, AO and the Foundation
for the Assistance). The school focused on the development of scientific and technological student
communities and their active role in
the implementation of the Russian
Federation strategy of scientific and
technological development, as well

as on centers for student scientific
and technological creativity and innovation. In the spring of 2016, the
OPUS held a seasonal school in
Vladivostok under the auspices of
Far Eastern Federal University. The
School aimed at creating a community of young scientists and specialists from the Far East focused on
innovation, networking and developing career strategies based on the
commercialization of scientific results. This year, SmartAgro BRICS+
Summer School (held in collaboration with RVC AO and the Foundation for Assistance) entered the
international arena and for the first
time used English as the working
language. The school focused on
the use of science-based solutions
in the agro-industrial complex of the
BRICS countries, as well as on the
possibilities of international scientific
and technological cooperation.

“

EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMMES OF THE
OPEN UNIVERSITY SKOLKOVO

In 2016, the SOU seasonal
schools traditionally became
milestone events of the
Skolkovo Open University.
For example, in February we
held Winter School entitled
“Science and University” (in
collaboration with Russian
Venture Company, AO and
the Foundation for the Promotion of Innovation).

versities, and the Presidential Administration represented by the Coordination Council for Youth Affairs in
the Sphere of Science and Education under the Presidential Council
for Science and Education – in December 2016 the VII-th All-Russian
Congress of Soviets of Young Scientists and Specialists entitled “Personnel Challenge for Knowledge
Society” was held with the aim of developing new approaches to the establishment and realization of
human resources for scientific and
technological development of the
country. In 2016, 5 projects of OPUS
participants acquired the status of
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“

ing Skolkovo's ideas and establishing an innovative community around
themselves. In 2016, we held 11 regional OPUS events in Vitebsk,
Tomsk, Stavropol, Kursk,
Vladikavkaz, Sevastopol, St. Petersburg, Krasnodar and Moscow.

The OPUS has been actively
cooperating with the Federal
Agency for Scientific Organizations and the Russian
Academy of Sciences to
ensure the training of young
researchers in the area of
science commercialization,
with the Ministry of Education and Science of the
Russian Federation to increase the level of self-organization of student scientific
and technical communities.

“

Skolkovo participants: Oleg Samotokhin and Yuriy Leshin – “Cloud
Personal Safety LAB”, Ivan Chuksin
and Tatiana Alekseeva – “VITROPLANTEC”, Amina Ibragimova –
“MineGenics”, Alexey Kushner –
“JASKO RUS”.
OPUS participants also create successful projects outside the
Skolkovo ecosystem: in 2016, Petr
Levich launched the Future Foundation project (a horizontal working
group engaged in research, education and polarization activities),
Evgeny Sogorin won the “Dance
your PhD” contest organized by the
Science magazine, Alexander
Atrashchenko and Angela Asaturova
had their projects admitted to corporate accelerators of the GenerationS
contest, and 11 projects of OPUS
participants went to the semifinals of
the Startup Village contest.
The OPUS also contributes to the
establishment of regional Skolkovo
“ambassadors” selected from students and young scientists promot-

SKOLKOVO INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
The Skolkovo Institute of Science
and Technology is the place of origin of the Skolkovo ecosystem’s
educational infrastructure and new
Skolkovo startups, alma mater of
innovative projects.
The Skoltech model provides for a
close integration of education and
research, with its educational programmes focusing mostly on the
development of entrepreneurial
skills and innovative activity. The
Institute, which was established
and has been developing with the
support of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, conducts its educational and scientific research
activities using best domestic
and international practices.
In 2016, the Institute actively devel-
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oped a network of scientific and educational partnerships with leading
Russian and foreign educational
and scientific organizations. The list
of its partners includes Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology,
Landau Institute for Theoretical
Physics of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, Novosibirsk

State University, Mendeleev University of Chemical Technology of
Russia, Institute of Gene Biology
of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Institute for
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Information Transmission Problems
named after A. Kharkevich, Institute
of Problems of Chemical Physics of
the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Peter the Great St. Petersburg
Polytechnic University, Scientific
Center of Neurology, Soil Institute
named after V.V. Dokuchaev,
Tomsk Polytechnic University, and
St. Petersburg State University of
Aerospace Instrumentation. The Institute also develops academic mobility programmes with
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, University of Calgary, California Institute of Technology and
many other foreign universities and
research centers.
Skoltech also offers training in
master's and postgraduate programs. It uses English as the working language.
Skoltech has brought together
globally renowned leading professors. It offers a wide range of
courses and a customized training
programme opening the way to
broad modern education. Students
can choose between fundamental
or applied education areas.
Skoltech has established an open,
dynamic international environment
bringing together hundreds of am-

“

Integration of research,
education and innovation
activities is one of the most
important features of
Skoltech: each student
takes part in the work of
Centers for Science Education and Research, making
it possible to establish
strong relations between
scientific knowledge and the
practical implementation of
technological developments.

bitions scientists, engineers and
entrepreneurs specializing in various fields of science and technology. Skoltech’s professors and
students come from more than 25
countries of the world.
Its master and graduate students
have the opportunity to visit foreign
universities and international conferences. More than 1/3 of our students either have studied or will
study at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology or other leading world
universities during one semester.
Integration of research, education
and innovation activities is one of
the most important features of
Skoltech: each student takes part
in the work of Centers for Science
Education and Research, making it
possible to establish strong relations between scientific knowledge
and the practical implementation of
technological developments.
All students receive scholarship in
an amount determined based on
their academic performance. Students also enjoy free medical insurance for the entire period of their
study.
The Skolkovo Institute of Science
and Technology (Skoltech) celebrates its fifth anniversary in a temporary campus located in
Skolkovo, but very soon it will move
to a new spacious building constructed according to the project of
Herzog & de Meron, which will become one of the main architectural
landmarks of the city of innovation.

SKOLTECH
IN FIGURES
Professors
and researchers:

187
Master and graduate students:

481
Foreign students :

17%
Graduates involved
in innovative activity:

42%
Educational programmes:

15

“
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I AM HAVING FUN:
SPORTS AND CULTURAL
EVENTS IN THE CITY
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of leading Russian and foreign
artists. Radio Jazz Award “All
Colours of Jazz” recognized this
festival to be the best jazz event
of year 2016.
In collaboration with the State
Tretyakov Gallery and other
Moscow cultural venues, in October 2016, we held in Skolkovo the
first city festival “MalevichFest”
that offered a multimedia exhibition dedicated to K. Malevich; different performances focused on
innovation-oriented people and
public talks describing the way
how innovations become a part of
the cultural environment in various
areas.
In addition to milestone events,
we regularly organize excursions
to the innovation center, public
lectures delivered by leading culture professionals and representatives of creative industries, share
ideas and successful practices,
hold group sessions in foreign languages and dancing classes.
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“

In 2016, more than 140
events took place in the
Skolkovo Innovation Center,
they brought together more
than 50,000 participants.
Club Dance 77 (dancing,
classes “Industrial
gymnastics!”)
Club “Live English”
“Practice of meanings”is
a three-day interdisciplinary
programme under which
professionals from the world
of art and design share their
experience and creative
practices that provide interesting and useful information
for technology startups.

“

We always have something interesting happening in our city: we
run marathons, organize volunteer
clean-ups, listen to jazz, study art,
dance and practice yoga. And we
are also glad to welcome more
and more guests in our city! We
really love guests and want them
to have good time in our company.
Last summer, we held the days of
industrial design in our city. We
have developed the programme
with due regard of Skolkovo’s activities in the area of IT, space development, biomedical research

and energy-efficient technologies
and focused it on the establishment of close interaction between
industrial designers and the technological community. We held a
design hackathon providing industrial designers with an opportunity
to get the experience of collaborating with manufacturers of innovative products. Leading theorists
and practitioners of the world industrial design delivered their lectures and reports. These events
brought together more than 700
people.
On August 27, 2016, in collaboration with Igor Butman Music
Group, we held the first Skolkovo
Jazz festival with the participation

WE ARE BUILDING

A CITY!

SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

The Skolkovo Innovation Center
is a unique city that brings together an aesthetically pleasing
urban environment and the latest
innovative solutions.
We first started to implement this
idea at the stage of design and
construction of the city and its engineering systems. Skolkovo is an
energy-efficient city. Many facilities either constructed or being
under construction may undergo
LEED certification. We also use
“green” technologies in municipal
facilities. All electrical networks
have been designed and operate
using the smart green system.
This system controls power
peaks, redistributes them and
saves up to 20% of the capacity.
The use of “smart house” technologies in residential and office

facilities makes it possible to save
significant money on power consumption. In line with the modern
ideas about an effective urban
economy, we have centralized
many functions, such as cold supply. In our city, we process as
many domestic and municipal
waste as possible. A sound system of water use shall significantly reduce water consumption
(as compared with Russian standard rates) without prejudicing the
comfort and hygiene. We are also
building a testing ground for unmanned vehicles, which can become a key trend in the
development of futuristic cities.
The city has all office, residential
and laboratory infrastructure. Hypercube, an office, conference
and exhibition space constructed
in accordance with the latest technological innovations, is the first
building on the territory of

Skolkovo. Matryoshka is another
multifunctional technological
building, which includes a transformable atrium, exhibition
spaces, office buildings for various purposes, a fitness center, a
sightseeing platform, and a conference hall of an extremely unusual form.
The Mendeleev quarter includes
office buildings leased to industrial partners, startups, develop-

“

Technopark is the center
of office and laboratory
infrastructure for startups
operating in the innovation
center. The Technopark
building was designed by
the French architect firm of
Valode & Pistre.
The Technopark is located
in immediate proximity to
residential quarters.

“
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ment institutions (a representative
office of the Foundation for Assistance has already moved here,
and the Russian Venture Company will join us this autumn!).
The total area of office buildings
in this quarter amounts to
42 thousand square meters.
In 2016, we completed the construction of the Technopark, the
central complex of buildings in
Skolkovo. The Skolkovo
Technopark is the center of office
and laboratory infrastructure for
startups operating in the innovation center. The Technopark building was designed by the French
architect firm of Valode & Pistre.
The Technopark is located in immediate proximity to residential
quarters. Tetris, Miro and Quadro
districts are the first residential
quarters constructed on the territory of the innovation center. The
total area of 51 thousand square
meters houses 235 apartments,
80 detached houses and 41 town
houses. First five new tenants got
their keys at a solemn ceremony
held in the Tetris quarter in February 2017. Their taking up residence is a landmark event
opening a new stage in the development of the Skolkovo Innovation Center.
A family campus is located close
to the residential areas. The family campus is something more
than a complex of interconnected
buildings including a school and a
kindergarten. It also offers a place
for off-hour activities – sports, art
and technical creativity, as well as
for joint activities of children and
their parents. The Family Campus
will have a large library, special
premises for creative project activities, natural-science laboratories and rooms for technical
creativity. The kindergarten will
have its own small swimming pool
and a gym.
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The Skoltech building constructed
according to the project of the
Swiss architectural bureau Herzog & de Meron awarded with the
Pritzker Prize is the most significant complex on the territory of
the Innovation Center. The Eastern Ring, located in the central
part of the campus under construction, is a complex of buildings with a total area of 133
thousand square meters. The
complex will house classrooms,
administrative offices and
staffrooms, conference and seminar halls, a student center, a library, canteens and cafés, and,
which is the most important, research laboratories. The inner
courtyard of the Eastern Ring will
enclose a recreation area. Labo-
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ratory facilities of Skoltech, although connected by corridors to
ensure the proper interaction of
researchers, are located in separate buildings of the Eastern Ring
for security reasons; we have also
embedded a system of fireproof
partitions making it possible to
isolate premises in case of emergency.
Many large industrial companies
contribute to the city construction.
For example, in the summer of
2016 the Aviation

Training and Research Center of
Boeing opened its doors in the
Skolkovo innovation center, providing training for aviation personnel, conducting research and
developing digital solutions for
commercial aviation. Next-Generation 737 and 777 full flight simulators are installed at the Boeing
Center to train flight personnel.
Renova’s R&D Center, with a total
area of 25 thousand square meters, was also put into operation.

SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

Another important project is the
construction of the Amaltea Business Center – a modern (class A)
office center incorporating areas
for R&D centers of our partners.
The Amaltea with the total area of
78 thousand square meters will
be able to accommodate more
than 2,5 thousand people. A 300
meters long roofed pedestrian
gallery connecting the transport
hub, the Amaltea BC and the
Technopark is one of the main
architectural features of the
building.
Several projects still undergo the
design stage, including the
Technopark of Sberbank designed by Zaha Hadid Architects
with a total area exceeding 120
thousand square meters, and the
Technopark of Glonass laying the
ground for the development of the
satellite navigation technology industry and ensuring synergistic
interaction of startups and large
companies in the space industry.

“

The International Medical
Cluster (IMC) constructed by
the Government of Moscow
is one of the most important
projects implemented in
Skolkovo. The cluster will
solve educational and research problems, provide
unprecedented medical
services in specialized clinics
using international treatment
protocols.
The first building, a clinical
and diagnostic center, will be
put into operation in the 1st
quarter of 2018.

“

R&D Centers of Tatneft, Pipe Metallurgical Company and Sibur are
under construction.
The International Medical Cluster
(IMC) constructed by the Government of Moscow is one of the
most important projects implemented in Skolkovo. The cluster
will solve educational and research problems, provide unprecedented medical services in
specialized clinics using international treatment protocols. The
first building, a clinical and diagnostic center offering outpatient
treatment, comprehensive diagnostics from leading international
specialists, will be put into operation in the 1st quarter of 2018.
A data processing center is an important element of the innovation
center; Sberbank is constructing
the largest data processing center, with the total area of the first
stage exceeding 26 thousand
square meters to be completed by
the end of 2017. The building will
accommodate about 2,000 server
racks, with the area of the machine rooms reaching 5 thousand
square meters.
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EXPERT ACTIVITY
OF THE SKOLKOVO
FOUNDATION
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DEVELOPING REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
AND ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTIVITIES
A comfortable and favourable regulatory environment is as important
for successful scientific research activities as the research or social infrastructure. Experts of the Skolkovo
Foundation are, therefore, actively
involved in the development of a
comfortable innovation-oriented regulatory environment. For example,
the Foundation has taken part in the
development of such key documents as the Strategy for Scientific
and Technological Development of
the Russian Federation and the updated Strategy for Innovative Development of the Russian Federation
2020. In the course of its work on
the Development Strategy of the
Russian Federation until 2024, the
Foundation takes part in the preparation of those sections that focus
on effective state support for the
high-tech sector, and the development of the intellectual property institute. Since 2014, following the
instructions of the Chairman of the
Government of the Russian Federation, we have been working on the
implementation of tax incentives for

innovative activity. As a result of this
work, a bill was submitted to the
State Duma of the Russian Federation aimed at simplifying and
expanding the application of an increased coefficient of R&D expenditure for reducing the profit tax;
stimulate the creation and turnover
of the results of intellectual activity.
Under the guidance of the Skolkovo
Foundation, the NTI working group
on intellectual property has developed a concept of a roadmap for
introducing amendments into laws
governing the institute of intellectual
property both in Russia and in the
world, the issue associated with its
approval has been included in the
NTI plan for 2017. The main task of
the roadmap is to provide adequate
support to the development of technological markets in the Russian
Federation until 2035 in the area of
intellectual property.

“

The Foundation has taken
part in the development of
such key documents as the
Strategy for Scientific and
Technological Development
of the Russian Federation and
the updated Strategy for Innovative Development of the
Russian Federation 2020.

“
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The establishment of key research
and social infrastructure facilities on
the territory of the Skolkovo Innovation Center, and the active relocation of project participants in
Skolkovo pave the way for further
development of the Skolkovo project. To ensure the further development of Skolkovo Innovation Center,
we have decided to change the operating principle of our main departments and subsidiaries of the
Foundation towards a service
model, and to involve commercial
service providers required for the
successful development of technology companies into the innovative
system. To implement this transition
to the service model, in 2016 the
Skolkovo Foundation submitted proposals on introducing amendments
into the purpose, objectives and targets of the subprogram “Creation
and Development of the Skolkovo
Innovation Center” part of the state
programme of the Russian Federation “Economic Development and
Innovative Economy”.

SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

INITIATIVES PUT FORWARD BY THE
FOUNDATION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE DIGITAL ECONOMY

“

Skolkovo ecosystem, and with
due regard of international experience, we may conclude that priority areas for the development of
the digital economy include the
establishment of a specialized
digital infrastructure reducing
transaction expenses of the market participants, automation of
the turnover of intellectual property assets, improving the efficiency of antimonopoly market
regulation and use of large data
amounts.
An intrinsic feature of the digital
economy, being a system of economic relations, is a significant
reduction of transaction expenses
borne by counterparties by introducing technologies and tools designed for the transfer,
processing and analysis of infor-

An intrinsic feature of the
digital economy, being a
system of economic relations, is a significant reduction of transaction expenses
borne by counterparties by
introducing technologies
and tools designed for the
transfer, processing and
analysis of information.

“

The economy of today and the
economy of tomorrow focuses on
figures and data. According to analysts, in twenty years many professions accounting for hundreds
of thousands of people can disappear, since people will be replaced by robots and information
systems. Digital reality is already
intrinsic to all aspects of our life,
making the business reduce
transaction expenses by process
automation and eliminating needless intermediaries.
Another urgent issue concerns
legal algorithmization, transition
of the law-making, law-application and law-enforcement proceedings into digital form.
Gradual substitution of full-text
documents (legal acts) by digital
regulatory models, automated assessment and rating of legal
practices, including large
amounts of data collected from
automatically executed contracts
(SMART-contracts), development
of recommendations on amendments to be introduced into the
legal system – these are the key
challenges paving the way to
maximum transparency, most effective law-making and law-enforcement procedures, reducing
transaction expenses borne by
the state and by the business
community. Respective activities
in this area form part of the draft
programme “Digital Economy”
developed pursuant to the order
of the President of the Russian
Federation.
Based on our experience in the
area of accelerating technology
companies and developing the

mation. Driven by “digitalization”
procedures, the traditional valuechain-based mechanism of economic interaction turns into an
“ecosystem” of value added
based on the use of a digital platform. We are talking about such
platforms as Google, Amazon or
Alibaba. The Skolkovo Foundation is developing a specialized
Virtual Skolkovo platform, which
is also a digital marketplace for
all participants of the Skolkovo
ecosystem – research teams,
business angels and mentors,
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venture capital investors, industrial companies and specialized
service providers.
The growth of turnover and share
in the added value of intellectual
property assets is one of the
main consequences of the digital
economy development. We can
enhance the quality of expertise
and reduce the period of registration of rights to intellectual property assets (which now constitute
more than 80% of the capital of
technological companies) and
transactions with such assets.
The appropriate digital infrastructure for supporting transactions
with rights to intellectual property
assets can improve the transaction velocity and ensure a transparent structure of rights to
intangible assets for investors. A
transparent and accessible platform designed for the management of intellectual property
rights will also solve the problem
associated with the development
of systems integrators, whereof
the success depends on the use
of an effective tool for assembling
complex technological solutions.
In collaboration with a number of
scientific and non-governmental
organizations, the Skolkovo
Foundation is developing an
open public network platform for
the management of intellectual
property assets. Under the guidance of the Skolkovo Foundation,
the NTI working group on intellectual property has developed a
concept of a roadmap for introducing amendments into laws
governing the institute of intellectual property both in Russia and
in the world, the issue associated
with its approval has been included in the NTI plan for 2017.
The main task of the roadmap is
to provide adequate support to
the development of technological
markets in the Russian Federa-
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tion until 2035 in the area of intellectual property.
The development of digital technologies creates additional risks
of market monopolization due to
the limited access to technologies, big data, and data manipulation. Antitrust laws play a key
role in stimulating innovation and
technological development in the
leading economies. First of all,
we are talking about a comprehensive antimonopoly response
to any abuses and imbalances
that may arise in the intellectual
property institute; to the use of algorithms, databases and digital

platforms for the purpose of market monopolization; to restrictive
business practice based on the
use of biotechnological achievements and making it possible to
programme living organisms to
ensure market dominance in various segments of value chains,
etc. To prevent this scenario, the
Skolkovo Foundation, in collaboration with the Federal Anti-Monopoly Service of Russia, put
forward an initiative of preparing
the fifth antimonopoly set of
amendments to current laws.
This set of amendments covers
both antimonopoly laws and intellectual property rights, bringing
them in line with the tasks of a
new innovative economy. The
Skolkovo Foundation, the Federal
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ning, decision-making procedure
on issues associated with the
socio-economic development of
territories);
increasing business efficiency
and labour productivity, including
by way of expanding cooperation
of different sectors of the economy.
For example, we may quickly
achieve significant results from
the analysis of big data in issues
associated with the public safety
and law enforcement. The use of
big data can also become a reasonable alternative to the most
capital-intensive provisions of
anti-terrorism laws laying entities
under the obligation to store all
information about communications within the territory of the
Russian Federation for 3 years.
Mechanisms for processing big
data based on the identification of
behavioural characteristics of
persons committing crimes can
be an effective way to solve security problems. In this regard,
Skolkovo plays the role of sup-

plier of new technological solutions, because it accommodates
over 250 startups working with
big data in different industries.
Many of them can go far both
on the national and international level.

“

The Skolkovo Foundation,
the Federal Anti-Monopoly
Service of Russia and the
Skolkovo-HSE Institute for
Law and Development are
implementing an initiative
aimed at establishing a
project office engaged in
preparing and supporting
scientific and legislative
projects in the area of competition protection in the new
economy and coordinating
this work with BRICS
partners.

“

Anti-Monopoly Service of Russia
and the Skolkovo-HSE Institute
for Law and Development are implementing an initiative aimed at
establishing a project office engaged in preparing and supporting scientific and legislative
projects in the area of competition protection in the new economy and coordinating this work
with BRICS partners.
A possible application of big data
processing results, on the one
hand, in natural fears of citizens
and organizations associated
with the risk of infringement of information privacy arising due to
the lack of sufficient confidence
between the state, the society
and the business community; but,
on the other hand, it will improve
the quality of life due to the possibility of creating customized services satisfying specific needs and
expectations of customers, including reducing accidents,
health risks, etc.
The use of big data is most important in the following areas:
ensuring public safety and law
enforcement;
public administration (including
for the purposes of urban plan-
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CONCLUSION
The integration into the international community will be another
growth area in 2017. After all, to
assess the success of any innovation we analyse its demand
and competitiveness in the global
market. To achieve this goal, we
have created a professional network including more than 30 international accelerators from all
over the world. Using this network, we can actively promote
our startups abroad: by the end
of 2016, more than 10% of startups sell their products and services on international markets; the
share of revenues from international sales amounts to about
10% of the total revenue of startups. Skolkovo startups submit
about 20% of all international applications filed by Russian companies on the annual basis,
which is another evidence of
Skolkovo’s deep integration with
the international innovation
ecosystem. Our task is, therefore,

to connect Russian technologies
with the world market, because
this is the only way to perform
our mission and to transform
Russia into a real technological
leader in research and educational areas.

“

We have established
a kind of laboratory, where
we develop, verify and
improve various mechanisms, methods, and
technologies used to
support the business community and startups. The
next stage consists in the
dissemination of best
practices to other Russian
innovative and scientific
centers.

“

Last year has shown that, apart
from the infrastructure required for
living and working, we managed to
create in the Skolkovo ecosystem
an effective system for supporting
startups.
However, any system requires
constant support, expansion and
adaptation to a changing environment. We, therefore, have embedded a number of integral elements
enabling us both to monitor and to
manage its development. First of
all, we are speaking about the
constant monitoring of the quality
of services provided. We follow
closely the demand for specific
services and improve them as
soon as we see a falling demand,
an increase in the number of complaints and other evidence of unclaimed services.
The second essential element of
the support system is the embedded navigation system, enabling
startups to navigate freely across
the opportunities offered by the
navigation system and to achieve
the intended effect.
It is very important to note that
the support system offers the
possibility of its scaling, which becomes one of our priority goals
for the next few years: the task of
the Skolkovo project does not
limit itself to the establishment of
a pointwise, occasional infrastructure. We have established a
kind of laboratory, where we develop, verify and improve various
mechanisms, methods, and technologies used to support the
business community and startups. The next stage consists in
the dissemination of best practices to other Russian innovative
and scientific centers.
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PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
OF THE SKOLKOVO FOUNDATION
STATE SUBPROGRAM'S PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

No

SUBPROGRAM INDICATOR

UNITS

PLANNED

ACTUAL

2016

2016

% OF
FULFILLMENT

1

The number of IP applications for registering IP
objects created at the Skolkovo Innovation Center

amount

250

822

>100%

2

Patents granted in foreign countries, including
the United States, Europe, and Japan

amount

17

58

>100%

3

Volume of private investments attracted to the
innovation ecosystem of the Skolkovo Innovation
Center, including investments into the projects
of participating companies and the Autonomous
Non-Profit Educational Organization of Higher
Professional Education Skolkovo Institute
of Science and Technology

billion
roubles

12

19.3

>100%

4

Revenue of participating companies for the project of establishing and ensuring the operation of
the Skolkovo Innovation Center, received as a result of research activities (cumulative)

billion
roubles

20

130.1

>100%

5

Publications in journals indexed in the WEB
of Science database (per 1 researcher of the
Autonomous Non-Profit Educational Organization
of Higher Professional Education Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology), units, per one
employee of the professorial and teaching staff

amount

0,6

1,19

>100%

6

The share of graduates from the Autonomous
Non-Profit Organization for Higher Professional
Education Skolkovo Institute of Science and
Technology engaged in the innovative activity

%

43

42

98%

7

The aggregated contribution of the Project for
establishing and ensuring the functioning of the
Skolkovo Innovation Center to the Russian
economy (cumulative)

billion
roubles

45

72.6

>100%

8

Index of innovation center suitability for life and
work (happiness index)

points

40

49

>100%

9

Reduction of average time of commercialization
of projects of the companies participating in the
Project for establishing and ensuring the
functioning of the Skolkovo

%

9

5

56%
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BIOMED CLUSTER
Number
of participants:

Revenue:
(billion roubles):

360 4.9

Investments
(billion roubles):

Number
of workplaces:

2.2 1,887

Number of applications
for registration of intellectual
property:

Number of patents
for intellectual property
products:

218

56

Number of participants
with international
sales:

14

INNOVATIVE PRIORITIES
OF THE CLUSTER
Medical Equipment And Pharmacy Development
Technologies:
materials, equipment and products
providing structural and functional changes,
as well as the visualization
of biological tissues, organs and cells;
development of drugs and therapeutic agents;
omics technologies and bio-informatics;
cell and tissue therapy.

Biotechnologies in agriculture
and industry:
horticulture;
livestock farming and aquaculture;
industrial biotechnology in agriculture;
processing of agricultural products;
forestry.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES CLUSTER
Number
of participants:

Revenue:
(billion roubles):

Investments
(billion roubles):

Number
of workplaces:

505 37.2 3.1 15,675
Number of applications
for registration of intellectual
property:

299

Number of patents
for intellectual property
products:

68

INNOVATIVE PRIORITIES
OF THE CLUSTER
Research and development for IT:
new audio, video and image search,
recognition and processing engines;
new tools and environments for development
and testing;
development of communication and navigation
technologies;
new means of data storage, processing,
transmission
development of new high-throughput computing
systems and data storage systems.

Applications and new technologies in IT:
safe information technologies;
mobile, built-in and portable devices
and associated software;
processing and analysis of large data arrays;
new developments in computer graphics
and gamification;
intelligent robotics and autonomous vehicles;
cloud technologies and services;
new design, development and control systems.
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Number of participants
with international
sales:

98
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SPACE TECHNOLOGIES
AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS CLUSTER
Number
of participants:

Revenue:
(billion roubles):

188 1.8

Investments
(billion roubles):

Number
of workplaces:

594 1,118

Number of applications
for registration of intellectual
property:

Number of patents
for intellectual property
products:

58

27

Number of participants
with international
sales:

13

INNOVATIVE PRIORITIES OF THE
CLUSTER
navigation and geo-information products
and services;
space technologies;
aviation technologies, including unmanned
aerial vehicles;
telecommunications technologies;
new materials and technological solutions
for the aerospace industry.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY
TECHNOLOGIES CLUSTER
Number
of participants:

Revenue:
(billion roubles):

Investments
(billion roubles):

380 4.5 1.1
Number of applications
for registration of intellectual
property:

190

Number of patents
for intellectual property
products:

101

Number
of workplaces:

2,687
Number of participants
with international
sales:

20
INNOVATIVE PRIORITIES
OF THE CLUSTER
electric and heat energy generation
technologies;
energy transmission, distribution, storage
and conversion technologies;
hydrocarbons mining, transportation
and storage technologies;
technologies of oil, gas and coal
chemistry;
energy consumption efficiency.
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NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGIES CLUSTER
Number
of participants:

Revenue:
(billion roubles):

207 1.0

Investments
(billion roubles):

1.0

Number of applications
for registration of intellectual
property:

Number of patents
for intellectual property
products:

57

26

Number
of workplaces:

765
Number of participants
with international
sales:

16

INNOVATIVE PRIORITIES
OF THE CLUSTER
industrial technologies using the developments
of nuclear science;
technologies of electromagnetic field
generation and use;
technologies for the development, modification
and qualification of materials;
technologies for machine building,
instrument making and new microelectronics;
technologies for design, development, simulation
and engineering of complex
facilities and systems.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
COUNCIL FOR ECONOMIC MODERNIZATION
AND INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIA
UNDER THE PRESIDENT OF THE
RUSSIANFEDERATION

selects the Project
management company
selects the area for the
Innovation Center

FOUNDATION GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

supervises Project implementation;
endorses Project Rules.

THE FOUNDATION COUNCIL

determines promising directions of activity;
approves Project budget;
approves Project Rules;
approves major transactions.

PRESIDENT

acts as a representative in relations with
the government authorities and the general public;
determines development directions.

BOARD

controls operating activity;
prepares Project budget;
approves major transactions;
approves the construction programme
of the Innovation Center.

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

manages operations.

ADVISORY COUNCIL
SCIENTIFIC
ADVISORY COUNCIL
relations with the academic
community
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CITY PLANNING
BOARD
relations with the
architectural community

INDUSTRIAL
ADVISORY COUNCIL
relations with the key
Project partners
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MEMBERS OF THE SKOLKOVO
PROJECT BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Dmitry Medvedev
Chairman of the Government
of the Russian Federation

Zhores Alferov

Ivan Bortnik

Co-Chairman of the Skolkovo Foundation
Scientific Advisory Council, Vice President
of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Nobel laureate in physics

Advisor to the General manager,
Foundation for innovations
assistance

Arkady Dvorkovich
Deputy Prime Minister of the
Russian Federation

Anton Siluanov
Minister of Finance of
the Russian Federation

Vasilyeva Olga
Minister of Education and Science
of the Russian Federation

Sergey Sobyanin
Mayor of Moscow

Maksim Oreshkin
Minister of Economic
Development of the Russian
Federation

Denis Manturov
Minister of Trade and Industry
of the Russian Federation

Nikolai Nikiforov
Minister of Communications
and Mass Media

Vladimir Fortov
Academian of the Russian
Academy of Sciences

Vladislav Surkov
Aide to the President
of the Russian Federation

Andrei Belousov
Aide to the President
of Russian Federation

Sergey Gorkov

Andrey Fursenko

Vneshekonombank Chairman

Assistant to the President
of the Russian Federation
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of the Skolkovo Foundation
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Foundation Council,
former President of Intel Corporation

Anatoly Alexandrov

Aleksandr Kuleshov

President of the Bauman Moscow State
Technological University ( MSTU)

Academician of the Russian Academy
of Sciences, President of Skoltech

Vladimir Artyakov

Alexander Povalko

First Deputy Director General of
Russian Technologies State Corporation

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
of the Russian Venture Company, JSC

Esko Aho

Dmitry Pumpyansky

Executive Chairman of the Board,
East Office of Finnish Industries Ltd;
Senior Fellow of Harvard University;
Consultative Partner of Nokia
Corporation, Prime Minister of Finland
in 1991–1995.

Chairman of the Board of Directors
at TMK OJSC

Vladimir Rashevsky
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
of the Siberian Coal Energy Company
(SUEK)

Martin Bouygues
President, Director General,
co-owner of Bouygues,
a French industrial group

Oleg Fomichev
State Secretary and Deputy Minister
of Economic Development of the
Russian Federation

Alexander Galitsky
Managing Partner at Almaz
Capital Partners

John Chambers
Chairman of the Board of Directors
of Cisco Systems Inc.

Andrey Ivanov
Deputy Minister of Finance
of the Russian Federation

Anatoly Chubais
CEO of Rusnano, Chairman of the Management Board, Fund for Infrastructure
and Educational Programs

Mikhail Kovalchuk
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Dmitriy Livanov

Gleb Nikitin

Special Presidential Representative
for Trade and Economic Relations with
Ukraine

First Deputy Minister of Industry
and Trade of the Russian Federation

Executive Chairman, Google Inc.

SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

THE FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES IN 2016
Throughout 2016 the Foundation
was building a transparent and efficient system of corporate governance, changed the composition
of the Foundation Board, introduced amendments to the Rules
for the conducting scientific research activities by participants in
the Project for establishing and
ensuring the functioning of the
Skolkovo Innovation Center,
amendments to the Project Regulations on land use, city planning
and construction activities,
amendments to the Regulations
on the procedure for assigning
and termination of the partner status of non-commercial organization Foundation for development
of the Center for elaboration and
commercialization of new technologies and to the Regulations
governing assignment and cancellation of the status of participant of
the project for creation and support of operation of Skolkovo Innovation Center.
In the field of education development:
The Foundation Council approved
performance reports and expense
reports of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) for 2014 and

2015 in the framework of the
Skolkovo-MTI collaboration. Besides, the Foundation Council approved the establishment of
Skolkovo-Venture Investments
LLC, the Certification and Standardization Center at Skolkovo Intellectual Property Center, the
Skolkovo Genetic Center, got acquainted with the preliminary results of the Skolkovo Oil and Gas
Center and approved priority
areas for its further development.

“

The Foundation Council
supported the initiative put
forward by the Foundation’s
management to centralize
its enabling and supporting
functions, it also approved
the main development areas
of the Foundation for 20172020, including those associated with the transition to
a service model, and a set
of measures aimed to improve the Skolkovo project
management system.

“

Foundation Council is the
supreme collegial management
body of the Foundation. It determines the Foundation's priority
areas, the principles for establishing and using its assets, key performance indicators of the
Foundation, approves annual reports and annual financial statements, budget and the budget
implementation report of the
Foundation.
The Foundation Council held 4
meetings in 2016.
In the field of strategic development of the Foundation:
The Foundation Council supported the initiative put forward by
the Foundation’s management to
centralize its enabling and supporting functions, it also approved
the main development areas of
the Foundation for 2017-2020, including those associated with the
transition to a service model, and
a set of measures aimed to improve the Skolkovo project management system.
The Foundation Council approved
amendments to the Foundation's
Charter by adding “Biotechnology
in Agriculture and Industry” into
the list of its focus areas associated with R&D promotion and
commercialization.
In the field of improving the corporate governance system of
the Foundation:
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Oleg Dubnov
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Vice President,
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Manufacturing, Radiation
and Nuclear Technologies Cluster

Vice President, Executive
Director of IT Cluster

Vice President and Executive
Director of Energy Efficiency
Cluster

Vice President, Executive
Director of Вiomedical
Technologies Cluster
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GRANT COMMITTEE
OF THE SKOLKOVO FOUNDATION
THE MAIN TASKS OF THE
GRANT COMMITTEE
ARE AS FOLLOWS:

making decisions regarding the provision
of grants to the Skolkovo Project participants;
making decisions on considering reports
on innovative project implementation;
assessing Foundation experts’ functional performance.

GRANT COMMITTEE STATISTICAL DATA (2016)
Held meetings:

11
Projects rejected
or returned for revision:

16

Examined projects:

56

Approved grants:

40

The amount of approved grants
(mln roubles):

1491.9

Reviewed reports
from grant recipients:

Reports accepted
for further financing:

Reports rejected for further
financing or returned
for revision:

53

26

6
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SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COUNCIL
THE COUNCIL:

recommends on the methods of project due diligence;
recommends on relations with the scientific community
to attract them to Project implementation;
holds conferences and seminars related to the
Project implementation;

“

recommends to the Foundation Council regarding promising
R&D areas that might be implemented as part of the Project;

During the presentation of
the most successful
projects prepared by
Skolkovo participants, it
considered the project entitled “Hydroacoustic communication and navigation
system” and the report of
the Applied Research
Center for Computer
Networks.

“
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recommends to the Foundation Council regarding
the organization of educational activities under the Project.

In 2016, the Scientific Advisory
Council held 3 meetings. Members
of the SAC discussed the opportunity of establishing scientific and
educational platforms at Skolkovo
Institute of Science and Technology, approved the list of scientific
equipment. They also discussed
the development of physical education at the Crimean Federal Univer-

sity named after V.I. Vernadsky.
During the presentation of the most
successful projects prepared by
Skolkovo participants, it considered
the project entitled “Hydroacoustic
communication and navigation system” and the report of the Applied
Research Center for Computer
Networks. Besides, during its visiting session in Tatarstan, the SAC
discussed the interaction of the
Skolkovo Foundation with the Republic of Tatarstan in a number of
promising areas.

SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

INDUSTRIAL ADVISORY
COUNCIL
management of the emerging ecosystem of the innovation center. The
Council also develops proposals to
promote innovative activity in Russia
and improve regulatory mechanisms
and state policy in the field of
innovation.
In 2016, the Industrial Advisory Council held 2 meetings. It paid particular
attention to the strategy for the implementation of the National Technology

Initiative, and to the elaboration of the
Program for the development of industrial Internet technologies with the
support of the Skolkovo Foundation
and its industrial partners. The Industrial Advisory Council also got acquainted with the strategy for the
development of the Skolkovo Institute
of Science and Technology, and approved priority areas for innovation
development in the field of agricultural
technology.

“

One of the key tasks of the
Industrial Advisory Council
is to involve key partners in the
management of the emerging
ecosystem of the innovation
center.

“

The Council is in charge of the Foundation’s relations with the key partners, which are leading industrial
companies cooperating with the
Skolkovo Project. One of the key
tasks of the Industrial Advisory Council is to involve key partners in the
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